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SE L L I N G  YOUR  SOUL

“YOUR CREATIVE IS LIKE A MIRROR AND WITHOUT A VIEWER IT 
DOESN’T CARRY ENERGY OR HAVE AN IMPACT.”

In this Section:

- Focusing on your “why”

- Removing the ego

- Making a vision board and setting goals 
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Focusing on your “why.” As humans we are drawn to the “why”- why are you sharing this? why did you 
make it? Why does it inspire you? Why have you dedicated so much for your time or personal resources 
to doing this? To find your “why” just answer this question:

This project has changed my life because ______.

- Empowerment, inspiration, and positive buzz words are all wonderful reasons to do things 
but let’s go deeper. What is your personal story or experience, and how does it reflect in your 
work. Now sell THAT. Don’t sell the inspiration or empowerment. Sell your story. Your story is 
what makes us feel connected or invested.  

- What are the big plot points of your life. We need someone we can root for. Share that 
information!

For example: Dream, Girl has changed my life because ______.

I was depressed from being verbally harassed by my old boss at my 9 to 5, and at the same 
time I started hanging out with women who were their own boss. I started to see myself 
differently. I started to think perhaps instead of being depressed I should own my life and 
follow my own dreams (because I saw other women around me doing the same). So I decided 
to make a movie (Dream, Girl) about the incredible female entrepreneurs I was meeting.
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- If I would have told people to “Check out Dream, Girl because it’s a film about female 
entrepreneurs” it doesn’t quite have that emotional tug. Being honest and open about your 
own journey is super inspiring and powerful. 

- When you open yourself up to following your dreams and claiming your story, you give 
others permission to do the same. And that’s all good art should be right? Allow other people 
to feel and be emotionally affected by it. Use your story to own your art. 
 
- Also, when you identify your “why” you also identify a piece of your audience. Once I 
started to claim and my own story, all of a sudden my inbox was filled with women who 
experienced the same thing in their lives. You connect in an authentic way with your audience 
and it helps you find “your people.”

Remove the ego: Take a step back in your sales journey and recognize this isn’t about you.

- I am going to quote Suzanne West, the oil & energy spirit goddess of Calgary Canada here 
because she really crushes this thought perfectly (quote via Dream, Girl): 

“The way past fear for me is to just love yourself enough to honor that this is what you were 
supposed to be doing. Just go do it. Just go do it, because if you don’t you literally aren’t 
honoring yourself, you’re not honoring the gift that you’ve been given, you’re not honoring the 
fact that we were all put here to make contributions. So if you’re being fearful and not doing 
it, you’re actually robbing all these people that are going to be affected by you and your 
contributions and all the amazing gifts that you have to give.”
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- When you aren’t promoting your work, you are literally hoarding your art for yourself. Your 
creative is like a mirror and without a viewer it doesn’t carry energy or have an impact. So 
every time you feel like you are scared, or feeling unworthy of something take yourself out of 
the equation. 

- This isn’t about you anymore, it’s about the people you want to serve to make this world 
better by bringing your art into it. And the best part of this step is once you do that, and once 
you let go and share it, you start to get that authentic momentum that lifts your spirit and 
gets you going in a really powerful way. You don’t get an audience by keeping your gift to 
yourself. 

You need to chuck that seed everywhere to make an impact.
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What do you really want? Make yourself a vision board.

- What do you actually want for your product, piece, or brand? What are your goals? You 
need to constantly evaluate and explore that. 

- I like to make a vision board – just post-its on cardboard. This allows me to see my goals in 
a physical space and feel how my body reacts to seeing them. And if something doesn’t feel 
right, I remove it or adjust it. I put my vision board in a place where I can see it everyday, but 
do what works for you. Just make sure you come back to it often. 

You don’t want to waste energy chasing things that aren’t meaningful to 
you.
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Write down your ‘why’ in a few sentences. Now right down your ‘why’ in one 
sentence. 

Write down what the worst part of sharing your story would be. 

Now write down what the most rewarding part of sharing your story would be. Put 
this in a prominent place on your desk – you might need it later.

What are your twelve goals for this project? Order them by importance. If you 
could only make three happen what would they be? Revisit this list at the end of 
reading this e-book to confirm your intentions for your sales process.

YOUR  TURN:
SE L L IN G  YOUR  SOUL  C H E C KL IS T
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Check out the full 70 page e-book at erin-bagwell.com/creative-money. It’s a must have for artists selling 
their work.

What’s inside:

- How to authentically tell your brand’s story
- How to de-tangle yourself from the creative
- Why you should treat the creative like a member of the team and how
- Creating a sales persona to unleash your inner sales maven
- What to do when someone doesn’t want to pay for your work
- How to price your work plus how to identify your audience vs. your customer
- Understanding your customers needs and the problem your business is solving
- Where to find your customers
- Building out your website’s sales page
- What to do about discounts
- Understanding and anticipating seasonal sales
- Creating a sales routine
- How to stalk people on your press dream board and get great PR

L IKE  WHERE  TH IS  I S  GOIN G?

erin-bagwell.com/creative-money
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